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Fuchsian grollpS and llniformization of Hllrwitz spaces

S.M.Natanzon

RecaU that a merornorphic function is a paír (P, 1), where P is a Riemann surface
and I : P -t e is a holomorphic map to the Riemann sphere C= CUoo. We say that
meromorphic functions (PI, f¡) and (P2' 12) are biholomorphic equivalent íf there
exist biholomorphic maps epp : PI-t P2 and epe : e -t e such that epef¡ = hepp.

We say that (PI, f¡) and (P2,12) have the same topological type if there exist
homeomorphisms epp : PI -t P2 and epe : C-t C such that epef¡ = hepp.

In thís paper we prove that for each (P,/) the space of biholomorphic equivalent
classes of meromorphic functions with the same topological type as (P,I) has a
representation lRm /Mod, where Mod is a discrete group.

For functíons of general positíons this was proved in [2]. For trigonometríc
polynomial this was proved in [1].

The author is grateful to professor I.V.Arnold for stimulating discussions.

1. Geometry 01 Puchsian groups

Let
A = {z E e I1m z> D}

be the Lobachevsky's planeo The group of its automorphisms Aut(A) consists of
maps

az+b
z t-> ---

ez+d'

where a, b, e, d E lR and ad - be > O. An automorphism is called elliptic if it has
one fixed point in A. An automorphism ís called parabolic if it has one fixed point
in R. An automorphism is called hyperbolic if it has two fixed points in R. The set
Aut(A)\1 are divided on three subset:

a set Aut+(A) of elliptic automorphísms,
a set Auto(A) of parabolic automorphísms,
a set Aut-(A) of hyperbolic automorphisms.
Each CE Auto(A) is of the forme

where C(a) = a.
It is called positive if

l-a,---- <a-,
and negative if

l-a,----- > a.
-j
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Each C E AuL(A) is ofthe forme

C(z) = (Aa - f3)z + (1 - A)af3
(A ~ 1)z + (a ~ Af3) ,

where A > 1, C(a) = a, C(f3) = f3. It is caHed positive if a < f3 and negative if
a> f3.

Let
C¡, C2 E Auto(A) U AuL(A).

We say that C l < C2 if aH fixed points of C l are less that aH fixed points of C2•

The set

is caHed sequential if

and there exists
DE Aut(A)

such that

are positive and

Lemma 1. Let
C 1z = AZ (.x> 1),

C2(Z) = (1- a')')z + a2'Y
-')'z+ (1 + a')')

and
Ca = (C1C2)-1.

Then {Cl, C2, Ca} is sequential if and only if a > O and

Further
Ca E Auto(A)

if and only if

vA+ 1
a'Y= ---o

vA-1
¡

Proof. We have



Fixed points of C3 are solutions of the equation

3

(1)

Thus the condition
C3E Auto(A) u Aut-{A)

is equivalent to

Further
C3 E Auto(A)

if and only if

or

Suppose that

JX-1
a"Y= -----

JX+1

JX+1
a"Y=----.

JX-1

{C1,C2,C3 }

is asequential. Then a > O, , > Oand the roots of (1) are more that a. Thus

a,A+a,+ 1- A----'---'----- > a
"Y

and
A-1 JX-1

a"Y> ---.- >~.
A vA+1

Therefore

Conversely. Suppose that

a>O,

then

and therefore

,>0,
1-a,
---- <a

-"Y

Finally
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and thus C3 is positive. O

The set

is called sequential if the set

is sequential for i = 2, ... ,n - l.
The following staternent is a consequence of [3].
Lernrna 2. 1) Any sequential set

generates a free Fuchsian group

re Auto(A) u AuL(A) u 1

such that A/r is a sphere with ka punctures and k_ holes, where ka (respectively
k_Y is the number 01 parabolic (respectively hyperbolic) translormations among C•.

2) Any sphere with ka punctures and k_ holes is biholomorphic equivalent to
A/r, where r is a Fuchsian group genereted by the sequential set {Cl, ..., Cn }.

2. Moduli spaces 01 meromorphic lunctions

Denote by (Sk, 6k)any pair, where Sk is the free group with free generators

Cl, .. · ,Ck-l

and

where

Any rnonornorphisrn
'l/J : Sk -. Aut(A)

is called a realization of (Sk, lik) if

is a sequential set of parabolic elernents.
Let Tk be a set of all reali:¡;ations (Sk, lik). The group Aut(A) acts in Tk by

conjugation
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Put
Tk = T:IAut(A).

There exists a natural bijeetion between Tk and

We note that Tk ~ T~ is embedded in JR2k-6 by a map

where
1/J(Ci)Z ~ (1 - ai')'i)z +ahi

- ""'"--'Y-iz-+-''f:(1-+--a;-''-¡.7.)"

Theorem l.

Proof: Lemma 1 gives a diseription of

These eonditions have the forme A > 1, ai > bi and ai')'i > Vi, where

This proves the theorem. O

Let Mk be the moduli space (Le., that the space of classes of biholomorphic
equivalents) of spheres with k > 3 punctures.

Theorem 2 [4].
M k = TklModk ~JR2k-6/Modk'

where Modk actsdiscretly on Tk •

Proof: Let

be the map such that

It gives
\[1 : Tk --+ Mk.

From Lemma 2 it follows that \[1 is surjective.
Moreover,

if and only if there exists a ¡ E Aut(A), a permutation

CT: {l,oo.,k} --+ {l, ... ,k}
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and
ai E Sk (i = 1, ... ,k)

such that

and

,,/JI (Ci) = 1'l/12(aiCu(iJ a i 1h-1
•

The sets (J,u,ai) form a group Bj;. It acts on Tk and Mk = Tk/Bj;. The sets
(J, 1, 1, ... ) form a normal subgroup

which is the kernel of the action of Bj;. Thus

acts on Tk and

Let 'l/1 E Tk. The metric on A determines a metric on P = A/'l/1(Sk) with
constant negative curvature. Each c E Sk gives a unique geodesic curve e e P ..
For P e Mk of general position, lengths p(c) are different for difIerent c. The
systemof generators allows us to enumerate all elements c E Sk and thus we have
a correspondence

P ...... v = (P(Cl)' p(C2),''') E Roo.

The coordinates v form a discrete set in R and thus Bk acts discrete with respect
to any sensible topology in Roo. Moreover p(Ci) is algebraically expressed in the
coordinats

(A, 13, a3,···, Ik-l)

on Tk. Thus Bk actsdiscretIy on Tk in our topology. According to Theorem 1,
Tk ~ R2k-6.

3. Unilormisation 01 meromorphic lunctions

Let (P, f) be a meromorphic function. The genus 9 of Pis called the genus of
(P, f) and the number of sheets of f is called degree of (P, f). A point p E P is
called a singular point ifdf(p) = O. The image f(P) E t of a singular point is called
a singular value.

Let
al, ... ,ak E t

be singular values of f. Let
bl, .. ·,bi'i
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be singular points, corresponding to ai. Let n: be the number of branchs in b:.
Then

mi

I>: ~ n.
8=1

From Riemann-Hurwitz formula it follows that

k

2(9 - 1) = -2n + ~)n: - 1) :::; -2n + (kn - E 11l.i) ~ -2n + k(n - 1)
í,s i=l

and thus
2(9 + n - 1) ~ k(n - 1),

k> 2n - 1 +9 = 2+2--9-.
- n-1 n-1

If k = 2 then 9 = O, m1 = m2 = 1 and thus (P, f) is equivalent (C, zn), where
zn : z 1-+ zn.

Further we assume that k 2 3.
Let sn e Skbe a subgroup of index n and 1/J E Ti:. Put

The inclusion sn e Sk gives a holomorphic covering ¡ : P -"t C. Let P and C
be natural compa.ctifications of the punctured surfaces P and C. Then ¡ has a
continuation f : P -"t C and (P, f) is a meromorphic function. Put

iJlsn (1/J) = (P,f).

Lemma 3. Let (P, 1) be a meromorphie funetion. Thenthere exists a subgroup
sn e Sk and 1/J E Tk sueh that

iJISn (1/J) = (P, 1).

Proof: Let ai be the singular values of (P,f). Put

and
¡=f.\p.

Then

isa covering without singular points. From Lemma 2 it follows that there exists a
1/J E Tk and a covering
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Thus there exists

such that

where

is the natural projection. Put

Then

and
iI!sn(1/J) = (P,!).

Lemma 4. Suppose that the meromorphic functions (P, f) and (PI, f') have the
same topological type and

(P, f) = iI!Sn (1/J) ,

where
sn e Sk, 1/J E Tk.

Then there exists a 1/J' E Tk such that

(pI,f') = iI!sn(1/J/).

Proof: Fcom Lemma 3 it follows that there exists Sr e Sk and 1/J~ E Tk such
that

(P',!/) = q,s¡,(1/JD·

Put
15 = AN(sn),

e= AN(Sk),

p' =ANi (Si),

e' = ANi (Sk)'

Since (P, f) and (PI, 1') have the same topological type, there exists a homeomor
phism

<{JA: A -+ A

such that

and

The homeomorphism <{JA gives rise to the isomorphism
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where

for 8 E Sk. Put

and
'IjJ' == 'IjJ~h.

Thus

and

Theorem 3. Let (P, f) be a meromorphic function with k singular values. Let
H be the space of all meromorphic functions of the same topological type as (P, f).
Then

where
Mode Modk •

Moreover, if (P, f) =='lJs('IjJ) then

Mod== {h E Modk I h(S) == S}.

Proof:From lemma 3 it follows that there exists S e Sk such that

(P,f) == 'lJs('IjJ)·

From Lemma 4 it follows that

From Theorem 1 it follows that n is a connected space. Moreover, from the descrip·
tion of 'lJs it follows that functions 'lJs ('ljJl) and 'lJS('ljJ2) have the same topological
type if 'ljJl and 'ljJ2 are near each other. Thus

and

Moreover

where
Mod == {a E Mod laS == {3S(3-1,{3 E Sd.
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Thus, according to Theorem 1,

H = Tk/Mod ~ lR2k - 6/Mod.

Corollary There exists a canonical covering with a finite number of sheets
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